
Accessing the ESBOCES Cooperative Bidding Bid Awards 

Go to www.esboces.org and click on User Options and select Sign In. 

 

Enter your Cooperative User ID and Password.  Next, hover on Programs & Services and select 
Administrative and Business Services. 

 



Click on Cooperative Bidding 

 

Once on the Cooperative Bidding page, to access the Bids, select Bid Awards 

 

Please note:  If you do not see Bid Awards then you are not logged into the Cooperative Bidding website. 

 



Once in Bid Awards, the bids are listed alphabetically and you can access the Bid Award or Bid Contract 
for each bid.  The Bid Contract is there for your reference if you need to look up any terms and 
conditions.  

 

When looking to place an order, we advise Participants to access the latest version of the Bid Award to 
make sure you are getting the most up to date information.   



The Bid Award will open to the Award Memo tab of the Excel spreadsheet. 

The Award Memo is broken into 2 sections.  The top section shows all pertinent information related to 
the bid, including the bid name, number, term of contract, bid opening date, etc.  The items listed under 
“In addition, please note the following:” are terms and conditions of the bid that ESBOCES wanted to 
highlight for the Cooperative Bidding Participants.  These are not all of the terms and conditions 
contained within the bid.  To see the full listing of terms and conditions, please refer to the Bid Contract. 

The last item in this section is referring the user to the Vendor Dissatisfaction Form.  If a vendor does not 
fulfill the requirements of the bid, the Participant should fill out the Vendor Dissatisfaction Form which 
can be found here:  

 

We do ask that the end user contact the vendor and attempt to resolve the issue prior to reporting as a 
first line of defense.  We support all of our bids and have a dedicated staff member that follows up on all 
submissions and they will reach out to you to clarify the details prior to contacting the vendor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The next section of the Award Memo page is the list of awarded vendors.  Here you will find the contact 
information for all of the awarded vendors.  Some vendors provide an email address specific to ordering 
which you will see indicated here.  In addition, if vendors accept an order below the minimum required 
in the bid ($100) then that will be indicated as well.  Please note that the Award Memo is a list of 
vendors who have part or all of the awarded bid.  Please go to the Order Form tab to see what each 
vendor is awarded. 

 

If a vendor includes a reference that they require to be listed on the purchase order, this will be listed 
here as well.  

 



To see the listing of awarded items go to the Order Form tab. 

 

The updated dates listed in color are any changes that have been done to the spreadsheet since it has 
been awarded. 

In order to search this screen you can utlize the filters or use Ctrl + F to find a keyword.  In order to 
utilize the filters, click on the arrow of the column you would like to search (Typically the Item 
Description column) and type in the item you would like to find.  In this example I am searching for 
crayons.

 



When results are filtered you will notice that the line numbers turns blue. 

 

 

To select the line item you would like to order from, add in your quantity.  This quantity will extend out 
with the price and give you an extended cost.  There is also a running total that will show on the top 
“Amount” as well.  This total will adjust depending on your filters.

 



Keep searching for items in the same way and enter in the quantities of all the items needed.  When 
done, select Clear Filter.

 

Next filter by quantity, and uncheck (Blanks). 

 

 

 



The results will show a full listing of what you are looking to order.  

 

 

In order to separate by vendor, select the filter in the Awarded Vendor column and uncheck “Select All”.  
Next, check off the vendor you would like to print backup for.  Repeat this process with each vendor.  
This printed page is your backup for your requisition.  

 

 

 

Please take note of your subtotal by vendor and make sure that you are meeting the minimum order 
required.  You can refer back to the Award Memo to check on the vendor’s minimum. 



Service Bids 

There are some notable differences on the Award Memo for service bids.   

 

Participants are required to obtain their own PRC# when utilizing bids that require prevailing wage.  In 
addition, Participants are required to collect certified payrolls as well. 

Lastly, sub-contracting is permitted with approval from ESBOCES and/or Participant, however, there is  
no increase in price permitted  for sub-contracting.   

Please note that the intent of the service bids are for repair and maintenance, they are not intended for 
capital projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of our service bids are zoned.  If your municipality 
spans more than one town, the town in which your 
Administrative Offices are located will govern which 
zone you use for your entire municipality. 

 



 

Stationery Supplies, Furniture and Equipment (Catalog Purchase) 

This bid is based on the Essendant Catalog.  Only items within the catalog are covered by this bid.  To 
make sure you are in the proper catalog, go to the Table of Contents and at the foot of the page you 
should see ©Essendant.  The year on the front of the catalog must match the year indicated on the 
Award Memo.   

 

The Order Form shows the leveled discounts and includes the pages that correlate to those sections. 

 



Since this bid is based on a catalog, a price list is provided that has a breakdown of all the products 
within the catalog along with their list price, % discount and discounted price.  

 

 

There are 3 ways to obtain backup on this contract: 

1. Search the physical catalog and go on the Order Form to determine which level discount applies 
and take the appropriate discount to determine the pricing. 

2. Search the physical catalog for items, take those item numbers and find them on the price list 
and print out the relevant pages of the price list. 

3. Search for products on the website, notate those item numbers and find them on the price list 
and print out the releveant pages of the price list.   This is the preferred method. 

In all instances, a copy of the order form should accompany your backup. 

Please note the following: 

• Website login information is listed on the Award Memo.  You will know you are logged into the 
site when in the top red bar it reads, “Shopping For Eastern Suffolk BOCES Stationary Supplies 
(PPL1039674) (C2447977 - Contract #2019-101-1025)” 

• ESBOCES audits the price list and the website and has determinded the discounted pricing to be 
correct 

• List pricing on the website might not match the price list, however, the discounted price is 
correct. 

• It is not necessary to contact WB Mason for a quote, the discounted pricing on the website and 
price list are set. 

• The website provides information on availability of products. 

 



Manufacturer Discount Bids 

 

The item description listed explains what is being awarded on that line.  Only products within that 
classification are applicable.  Price lists provided by awarded vendors may contain items that are not 
awarded to them.  ESBOCES does not modify the price lists provided.  It is the responsibility of the end 
user to make sure they are ordering in accordance with the Bid Award. 

Backup for manufacturer discount bids include the line(s) of the order form along with the relevent 
pages of the price list. 

In order to access the price list make, go to the Order Form to determine the awarded vendor and then 
go to the Award Memo page and click on the list for the price lists for that vendor. 

We do advise on manufacturer discount bids that you contact the awarded vendor to obtain a quote 
since vendors are sometimes able to offer lower pricing, however, it is not a requirement of the bid. 

Please note that if you are trying to order a product that is not on the price list, many manufacturer 
discount bids allow the awarded vendors to update their pricing periodically.  The frequency of updates 
can be found within the Bid Contract.  Awarded Vendors must provide their updated price list to 
ESBOCES directly to be reviewed prior to it going “live”.  The price lists located within the link are the 
only approved price lists.  No other versions may be used for pricing. 

 

 



For Example:  If I am looking to order a Dell Monitor, I would go to the order form and filter the Item 
Description to find Monitor and select the line for Dell.  I would print or PDF this page to be used toward 
my backup.  

 

 

 

Next, I would go to the Award Memo tab to access the price list.  

 



This brings you to ESBOCES eDocs Electronic Document Library.  Click on the price list you would like to 
open. 

 

 

Once in the price list, search for the product you are looking to order and print or PDF that page as well.  
If the price list has filters you can filter to find the product.  If there are no filters you can use the find 
feature (Ctrl + F).

 


